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LICENSING ORACLE SOFTWARE 

Understand how you can use your Oracle software correctly 
and efficiently according to Oracle’s licensing regulations –
with a specific focus on database and application server prod-
ucts. 
The Deloitte SAM Academy provides a comprehensive training program for all key activities relat-
ing to Software Asset and License Management (SAM). The content of the SAM Academy has 
evolved from Deloitte’s long-term SAM experience in diverse customer projects and covers the 
entire software lifecycle. We offer impartial guidance and training independent of any software 
vendor or tool provider. 

Licensing in the Oracle database environment has become very complex and this is due to the
variety of Oracle products, multilayer license metrics and continuously increasing IT require-
ments. For an efficient use of the Oracle products the responsible people have to deal with so-
phisticated license models and regulations on a regular basis. In addition deployed technologies 
for virtualization, cloud and high availability become more and more important. 

I. Oracle’s contractual principles
 Components of a licensing agreement
 Licensing documentation 
 Oracle contract types

II. Oracle licensing basics
 Oracle license types and license metrics 
 License calculations based on practical examples
 Database editions and options
 Maintenance and support regulations
 Matching service level 

III. Technical and commercial data base survey and inventory
 Overview of the ways to measure hardware / software key characteristics
 Use of script based data gathering, alternative compilation methods and tools
 Overview of the contractual analysis
 Overview of the license assessment

IV. License balancing
 Creation, interpretation and benchmarking of license balances on the basis of the pre-

sented architecture examples within the different license models
 Preparation for the contract negotiations with Oracle

This training addresses software contract and license managers, heads and employees of procure-
 ment as well as IT decision-makers who are experienced in licensing Oracle products. 

 Two days 

 1.980 € per person 
All charges excluding VAT 

Pauline Schäfer | +49 151 14880963 | info@samacademy.eu | www.samacademy.eu  


